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Yoplait Lunchbox Giveaway  
Gift with Purchase Terms & Conditions 

Participation in the Promotion (as defined below) is governed by these terms and conditions. 
Information on how to claim a Gift (as defined below) forms part of these terms and conditions. 
Participation in the Promotion and accepting a Gift, is deemed to be acceptance of these terms and 
conditions.   

Promotion Yoplait Lunchbox Giveaway offer 

Promotion 
Promoter 

Bega Cheese Limited (ABN 81 008 358 503) of 23 Ridge Street, North Bega, 
NSW 2550 (Bega) 

Gift  Yoplait branded kids lunchbox valued at RRP $19.95.  
 

Promotion 
Period  

Promotion commences at 12.01am AEDT on 31 July 2023 until 11:59pm 
AEDT on 30 September 2023, or while stocks last.  

Bega may extend or amend the Promotion Period, at its discretion. Any 
amendment or extension will be advertised in store at Participating Outlets 
and otherwise, at Bega’s discretion.  

Bega accepts no liability if Gifts are no longer available at any or all 
Participating Outlets during the Promotion Period.  

Participating 
Outlet 

Independent Supermarkets which advertise the Promotion with point of sale 
in that store, and offer the Gift for redemption.  

Redeeming a 
Gift 

Purchase any 2 of the following products from a Participating Outlet during 
the Promotion Period: 

1. Yoplait 1kg Yoghurt Products 

(each an Eligible Purchase),  

and claim the Gift at the Participating Outlet.  

Claimants are responsible for collecting the Gift at the Participating Outlet at 
the time of purchase and must retain the receipt from the Eligible Purchase 
to claim the Gift. Gifts cannot be claimed at a later stage and will not be 
delivered to claimants. 

Restrictions 
on redeeming 
a Gift  

Multiple claims per person will be permitted, however only one claim for 
each Eligible Purchase will apply. 
 
There are 2,000 Gifts available during the Promotion. The number of Gifts 
available from each Participating Outlet may vary. Gifts cannot be 
exchanged with Participating Outlets for other Gifts.  

Faulty or 
damaged 
Gifts 

The Gifts come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the 
Australian Consumer Law in Schedule 2 to the Competition and Consumer 
Act 2010 (Cth) (Australian Consumer Law). Claimants are entitled to a 
replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other 
reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. Bega will replace the item (or at 
its discretion, may repair or refund the claimant) within a reasonable time.  

Where a Gift is damaged through misuse or abnormal use, Bega will not 
provide a refund, exchange or repair. 
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If a Gift is faulty or damaged, please contact Bega on 1800 571 833 and 
return the Gift within 28 days of receipt of the Gift. Bega requires 
satisfactory proof of purchase before providing a remedy under the 
Australian Consumer Law. 

Subject to any condition, warranty or right implied by, or any statutory 
consumer guarantee contained in, any law (including the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)) which cannot by law be excluded by agreement, 
Bega, excludes, to the maximum extent permitted by law, all liability 
whatsoever that may arise as a result of use of any of the Gifts, except as 
set out in these Terms. 

To the maximum extent permitted by law, all warranties in respect of the 
Gifts are excluded and claimants have no other rights, apart from those 
expressly set out in these Terms. 

Subject to the above paragraphs and despite any implication arising from 
any other provisions of these Terms, Bega is not, and will not be, liable to 
claimants in contract, in tort (including negligence), under any statute (to 
the extent permitted by law) or otherwise for, or in respect of, any direct or 
indirect loss, costs or damages that claimants incur or are liable for in 
connection with claimants’ use of the Gifts. 

Not liable for 
Participating 
Outlets 

Bega is not liable for any acts or omissions of the owners, management or 
staff of Participating Outlets. 

Not 
Transferrable  

Gifts cannot be transferred and cannot be redeemed for cash. 

Other offers  Offer is not valid in conjunction with any other offer.  

Minors  If a Gift is being claimed on behalf of a recipient or customer under the age 
of 18 years (Minor), the Minor’s parent or guardian accepts these Terms.  

Gifts are for those of 5 years of age or older. Adult supervision is required 
for children aged under 5 years of age.  

Non-
eligibility 

Bega’s employees, management, directors, officers, contractors and their 
immediate families are not eligible to participate in the Promotion.  

General  These Terms are governed by the laws of Victoria, Australia and the parties 
submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of its courts. 
 
Bega may vary these Terms at any time. Any such amendments are 
effective upon being published on this website or as otherwise notified. By 
accepting a Gift, claimants accept the variation to the Terms.  

 


